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AdvisORy BOARd

the Conference is organised by an advisory Board set up by acatech. Chairman of the committee is reiner Kopp, Board Member of 
acatech and Vice-president of euro-Case.

> prof. dr. reiner Kopp, euro-Case/german academy of science and engineering (acatech) 
> prof. dr. hans-peter Wiendahl, german academy of science and engineering (acatech) 
>  prof. dr. Walther Christoph Zimmerli, german academy of science and engineering (acatech)/swiss academy of engineering 

sciences (satW)
>  prof. dr. hendrik Van Brussel, royal Flemish academy of Belgium for science and the arts, Foreign Member of the royal swedish 

academy of engineering sciences (iVa)/national academy of engineering (nae)
>  prof. dr. gerald Byrne, royal academy of engineering (raeng)/german academy of science and engineering (acatech) 
>  prof. dr. laszlo Monostori, hungarian academy of sciences (has)/hungarian academy of engineering (hae)

GERMAN ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

»the boom in short-term economic and bank 
rescue programmes appears to have reached 
an end. and again the question is increasingly 
raised: how do we produce lasting growth and 
long-term value creation? through innovation 
– this fundamental idea is shared by the 
academies of sciences and engineering.
innovation is also a european issue. it is, therefore, 
an honour for us to welcome representatives from 
partner academies as well as experts from science, 

economics and politics to the euro-Case annual 
Conference 2010. the conference will focus on 
innovation and value creation. We will discuss 
practical examples, various approaches and 
potential actions as well as recommendations.« 
(reinhard F. hüttl, president acatech)
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sustainable growth through innovation has become even more 
relevant with the emergence of the crisis in europe. against the 
backdrop of economic globalisation, the question of innovation 
and value creation has become a topic of international interest, 
presenting new challenges for politics, industry and science.

acatech, as the responsible academy, is organising the euro-Case 
annual Conference 2010. the conference will focus on “innovation 
and Value Creation” and experts from science and industry will 
present proven practical examples. the various approaches will be 
discussed by renowned representatives from science and politics 
and transformed into possible actions and recommendations 
against the background of economic globalisation.
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1 DECEmbER 2010, 18:00 tO 20:30 
Festive season reception in the permanent representation of Bavaria, Berlin

2 DECEmbER 2010, 9:00 tO 17:30 
euro-Case annual Conference at the Berlin-Brandenburg academy of sciences, Berlin

 part 1 | WelCoMe presentations 
  the presidents of euro-Case, acatech and the eit will welcome you and give an introduction to the topic from a european 

perspective.

 part 2 | Best praCtiCe Case studies
  experts from science and industry will present proven practical examples in the areas of high-tech spin-offs, iCt services, 

automation and building.

 part 3 | Keynote papers
  renowned representatives from science and politics will reflect on the various approaches to foster innovation and its 

transformation into possible actions and recommendations.

 part 4 | poliCy session
  the audience will be given the chance to enter into discussions with experts and, together, to find possible policy 

recommendations with the help of a voting tool.
At A GlANCE
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PROGRAMME

09:00
Registration

10:00

10:10

10:20

Welcome by the Chairman of Euro-CASE

lena treschow torell, euro-Case

Welcome by the President of acatech

reinhard hüttl, acatech 

Instruments of the EU to foster Innovation 

Martin schuurmans, eit

10:50

11:10

11:30
14:10

15:35

16:00

11:50
14:30

16:20

12:10 14:50 16:40

17:00

17:30

13:10

15:10

13:30

13:50
ICt Services & Innovation 

Miguel angel lagunas, real academia de 
ingeniería

Automation & Innovation

hendrik van Brussel, royal Flemish academy of 
Belgium for sciences

Question & Discussion

Lunch

building & Innovation

Bertrand Collomb, eit, delegated by the national 
academy of technologies of France 

Innovation and Strategy of 
a Company. From Physical 
Review to the market

anton Menth, swiss academy of 
engineering sciences 

Question & Discussion

the German perspective on Innovation Policy

engelbert Beyer, BMBF

the European perspective on Innovation Policy

rudolf strohmeier, eu

Innovation and Value Creation

Björn nilsson, royal swedish 
academy of engineering sciences

thesis 2:

the claim that there is no risk capital comes 
mainly from risk-averse entrepreneurs.

Bernd pischetsrieder, acatech

Coffee break 

thesis 3:

Government acts as an impediment to the 
exploitation of Intellectual Property.

William Wakeham, royal academy of engineering

thesis 4:

Even basic research should provide answers to 
industrial needs.

laszlo Monostori, hungarian academy of 
engineering

Closing Address and Outlook

lena treschow torell

Evening Reception

Fred van Houten

High tech Spinoff & Innovation 

anne Fliermann, university of twente

8 Moderator

> KEyNOtE PAPERS

> CONCLUSION AND RECOmmENDAtIONS
> bESt PRACtICE CASE StUDIES 

> WELCOmE PRESENtAtIONS

> POLICy SESSION

thesis 1:

the logic of universities prevents rather 
than helps students to becoming innovative 
entrepreneurs.

Walther Zimmerli, swiss academy of engineering 
sciences
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ENGElBERt BEyER
engelbert Beyer entered the former Ministry of education and research (BMBF), division for r&d policy, in Bonn (germany), in 1989. 
since 1998, Mr. Beyer became in charge of various divisions on “innovation policy” issues, and since 2005 head of division “innovation 
policy” of the BMBF, Berlin (germany). his work in the recent years was significantly stamped by the planning and the coordination 
of the german hightech-strategy. since 2009, Mr. Beyer is head of the directorate “innovation strategies” of the BMBF, in Berlin 
(germany).

HENdRik vAN BRussEl
hendrik Van Brussel is full professor in mechatronics and automation at the Faculty of engineering, Katholieke universiteit leuven 
(K.u.leuven) in Belgium. he is fellow of sMe, ieee and of Cirp (international academy for production engineering research) of which 
he served as president (2000 – 2001). he is a Member of the royal Flemish academy of Belgium for science and the arts, Foreign 
Member of the royal swedish academy of engineering sciences (iVa) and Foreign associate of the national academy of engineering 
(nae), usa.

BERtRANd COllOMB
Bertrand Collomb is honorary Chairman of lafarge, a world-wide leader in building materials. he joined lafarge in 1975 and was Ceo 
from 1989 to 2003, and Chairman from 1989 to 2007. he is also a director of total, atCo and dupont. he is Chairman of iFri (French 
institute of international relations), and Chairman of ihest (institute for studies in science and technology). he is a Member of the 
governing Body of the european institute of technology (eit) and a Member of the european Corporate governance Forum (eCg). he 
is a Member of the “institut de France” (“académie des sciences Morales et politiques”).sPEAkERs BiOGRAPHiE
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ANNE FliERMAN
anne Flierman has been president of the executive Board of governors of the university of twente since 2005. he is a Member of the 
twente innovation platform and a Member of the board of the dutch Federation of technical universities. also, he is speaker of the board 
of european Consortium of innovative universities (eCiu) and Chairman of the committee for human resources of the dutch universities 
association. he is Member of the hochschulrat of the tu hamburg-harburg, and of the dutch First Chamber of parliament (the ‘senate’).

FREd vAN HOutEN (MOdERAtOR)
Fred van houten is full professor and the head of the research group design, production and Management of the university of twente. 
he is also scientific director of the national research school on integral Manufacturing innovation (ipV), as well as Member of the 
board of the industrial design Centre and he is fellow and Vice president of the international academy for production engineering 
(Cirp). From august 2010 to 2011 Fred van houten will be the president of Cirp.

REiNHARd Hüttl
reinhard hüttl is Member, and since 2008 president of the german academy of science and engineering. he is Member of science 
academies in germany, sweden, austria and switzerland. since 2007, reinhard hüttl is the scientific executive director of the gFZ 
german research Centre for geosciences in potsdam and director of the research programme “transregio” (sFB/trr) 38 “structures 
and processes of the initial ecosystem development in an artificial watershed” at the Btu Cottbus in collaboration with the technische 
universität Munich and the swiss Federal institute of technology (eth) Zurich.

MiGuEl ANGEl lAGuNAs 
Miguel a. lagunas is the director of the Centre tecnològic de telecomunicacions de Catalunya (CttC) since 2001. he was senior ieee 
(1991) and ieee Fellow (1997), as well as Member at large of eurasip since 1990. he was elected Member of the engineering academy 
of spain in 1998, holding awards from upC, generalitat and Chamber of Commerce for technical merits. he is Member of the royal 
academy of science and arts of Barcelona and of the real academia de ingeniería.

ANtON MENtH
anton Menth, Ceo of oerlikon-Contraves from 1991 to 1995. in 1995 he changed to tornos sa, Moutier, switzerland, as Ceo and deputy 
of the administrative board. he was Chairman of the Board of swiss post from 2002 until 2009. he is Member of the swiss academy of 
engineering sciences.

lAszlO MONOstORi 
lászló Monostori is deputy director research of the Computer and automation research institute (sZtaKi), hungarian academy of 
sciences, professor at the Budapest university of technology and economics, and director of the Fraunhofer project Centre on production 
Management and informatics at sZtaKi. he is Council Member of the international academy for production engineering (Cirp); 
Full Member of the european academy of industrial Management (aiM); Chairman of the Coordinating (CC) on Manufacturing and 
logistics systems, international Federation of automatic Control (iFaC). he is a Corresponding Member of the hungarian academy of 
sciences and Member of the hungarian academy of engineering.
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BjöRN O. NilssON 
Björn o. nilsson is the president and Member of the royal swedish academy of engineering sciences (iVa). he has held top management 
positions at genentech, pharmacia & upjohn, amersham pharmacia Biotech, KaroBio and Biacore international.

BERNd PisCHEtsRiEdER
Bernd pischetsrieder was Chairman of the board of BMW from 1993 to 1999. he was also Chairman of the Board of Management of 
Volkswagen ag from 2002 to 2006 and Chairman of scania aB until 2007. he serves currently as Vice-president of acatech – german 
academy of science and engineering.

MARtiN sCHuuRMANs, 
Martin schuurmans was executive Vice president of philips research/philips Medical systems (pMs). From 2002 until 2005 he was 
also part-time professor of innovation Management at eindhoven university of technology. in 2005 he co-founded the sino-dutch 
Biomedical school of information engineering (BMie) in shenyang, China. Martin schuurmans is currently Chairman of the european 
institute of innovation and technology (eit).

RudOlF W. stROHMEiER 
after having started his professional career in the Bavarian liaison office, Mr. rudolf W. strohmeier established the Bavarian information 
office in Brussels in 1987 and became its first director. in the same year, he joined the Cabinet of german Commissioner peter 
schmidhuber. the first austrian Commissioner, dr. Franz Fischler, nominated him as his deputy head of Cabinet. having worked in dg 

agriculture and in the Commission president’s Cabinet of prof. romano prodi, he became head of the second Cabinet of luxembourger 
Commissioner Viviane reding. on 17 February 2010, he was nominated as deputy director-general “scientific advances” of dg rtd.

lENA tREsCHOW tOREll
lena treschow torell is Chairman of euro-Case (european Council of applied sciences and engineering), Mistra (the Foundation for 
environmental strategic research) and the royal swedish academy of engineering sciences (iVa). she is also director of the Board of 
the Chalmers university of technology Foundation, investor aB, dagens industri aB, Micronic laser systems aB, saab aB, aB sKF and 
aB Ångpanneföreningen (aF).

WilliAM WAkEHAM 
William Wakeham was until 2009 Vice Chancellor at southampton university. other roles include the Membership of the board of the 
south east england development agency (seeda); chair of the universities and Colleges employers association (uCea); membership 
of the epsrC Council and chairing its resource audit Committee. William Wakeham also chaired the 2008 review of physics in the uK 
at the request of the then secretary of state for innovation, universities and skills. Currently, he serves as Vice president of the royal 
academy of engineering (raeng).

WAltHER CHRistOPH ziMMERli
Walther Christoph Zimmerli is president of the Brandenburg university of technology. he is Member of the following bodies: the World 
Corporate ethics Council (WCeC), acatech (german academy of science and engineering), the swiss academy of engineering sciences 
and the senate of the Foundation of lower saxony.

sPEAkERs BiOGRAPHiE
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the european Council of applied sciences and engineering is an independent non-profit organisation of national 
academies of engineering, applied sciences and technology from 21 european countries. euro-Case acts as a 
permanent forum for exchange and consultation between european institutions, industry and research.
through its Member academies, euro-Case has access to top expertise (around 6,000 experts) and provides 
impartial, independent and balanced advice on technological issues with a clear european dimension to european 
institutions, national governments, companies and organisations. the mission of euro-Case is to pursue, encourage 

and maintain excellence in the fields of engineering, applied sciences and technology, and promote their science, art and practice for 
the benefit of the citizens of europe.

in pursuit of this mission the objectives of euro-Case are: 

>  Maintain a leadership role in promoting attention to excellence in applied sciences and engineering and to related issues of key 
importance to europe.

>  ensure that the societal impact of technological change is given proper attention with full consideration of environmental and 
sustainability aspects.

>  provide impartial, independent and balanced advice on engineering and applied science issues that affect europe and its people 
to the european Commission and parliament, and other european institutions to promote the importance of applied sciences and 
engineering throughout europe and to develop greater public understanding and interest.

>  attract young europeans into careers in applied sciences and engineering in order to ensure future technological progress in europe.
>  draw on the experience and best practices of the national academies of engineering and applied sciences in europe, developing 

appropriate information networks.GENERAl iNFORMAtiON
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GENERAl iNFORMAtiON

acatech – the gerMan aCadeMy oF sCienCe and engineering – represents the interests of german 
sciences and technology in germany and abroad. as a working academy, acatech supports policy makers and 
society with technically qualified evaluations and far-sighted recommendations. acatech works to promote 
sustained growth through innovation. 

acatech focuses on four core areas:

> scientific recommendations: acatech advises policy makers and the public on future technology issues based on the best of research. 
> transfer of expertise: acatech provides a platform for exchange between the sciences and business. 
> promotion of young scientists and engineers: acatech is committed to supporting young scientists and engineers. 
> Voice for science and engineering: acatech represents the interests of scientists and engineers at a national and international level.

participation fee: 300 euro

the participation fee includes:
Festive season reception • Conference • Conference papers • Coffee Breaks • lunch Break • evening reception

please register on www.acatech.de/euro-case2010, no later than 31 october 2010. 

Form for registration fee and confirmation will be forwarded upon receipt of registration.

if cancellation is received later than 12 november 2010 the participation fee cannot be reimbursed, but another delegate may attend 
in the original delegate’s place. a cancellation fee of 28 euro will be charged.

all sessions are plenary. Working language is english, no translation will be provided.

you will find further information and practical details concerning accommodation and travel on our website:
www.acatech.de/euro-case2010

GERMAN ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

PRACtiCAl iNFORMAtiON
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CONtACt: 
acatech – gerMan aCadeMy oF sCienCe and engineering

dr. Katja thierjung

acatech
residenz München
hofgartenstraße 2
80539 Munich
germany

t +49 89 520 30 932
F +49 89 520 30 99 

euro-Case@acatech.de


